Abstract-Microholograms significantly smaller than the diffraction limit are demonstrated in a photopolymer system with uniformly distributed inhibitor. This subdiffraction performance affords both increased storage density and increased readout signal via suppression of out-of-focus exposure. A model of the micron-scale reaction kinetics of the system is presented, and parameter values are derived experimentally.
INTRODUCTION
Microholography is an appealing candidate for nextgeneration data storage, since it offers the high density of conventional holography, but with an architecture that is more simple and mature: bitwise storage on a spinning disk with a read/write head [1, 2] . However, its storage density is fundamentally limited not only by the diffraction-limited dimensions of the writing focus, but also by the accumulation of weak out-of-focus exposures in layers other than the target layer. These out-of-focus exposures not only introduce phase aberrations but also consume the majority of the media dynamic range. This causes the achievable readout signal to fall as the square of the total number of layers, which poses a serious obstacle to commercially interesting storage densities [3] .
These fundamental limits can be circumvented by somehow inhibiting out-of-focus exposures. We recently demonstrated a scheme in which a second color was used to dynamically generate a patterned mask of inhibition [4] . This dynamic mask sharply curtailed out-of-focus exposures and, as an added benefit, reduced the dimensions of a microhologram (both radially and in depth) to well below the diffractionlimited size of the writing spot.
Here, instead of photoinhibition with a second color, we demonstrate a simpler photopolymer system with uniformly distributed inhibiting species. The writing beam first depletes the inhibitor locally at the writing focus (effectively "carving a hole" in a uniform inhibition mask) and then writes a narrow polymerized feature in the center of this "hole".
II. MODELING
We consider an en-matrix radical-initiated photopolymer system with a focused Gaussian writing beam. Polymerization is modeled using reaction and diffusion equations in normalized coordinates. (Radial distance scale is normalized relative to w 0 of the writing focus, and the time scale is normalized relative to dose, such that at t=1, a fraction 1/e of the total photoinitiator has been consumed.) Figure 1 . . Polymerization (in radial profile) over time for three different cases: (a) no inhibitor. This results in a feature that is broader than writing focus (green line) (b) inhibitor is present and never locally depleted. This yields a linear response to writing focus. (c) inhibitor is present and becomes locally depleted at the center of the writing focus. This yields a feature that is narrower than the writing focus. Figure 1 shows polymerization (in radial profile) over time for three different cases. In 1(a), no inhibitor is present, and so bimolecular termination is the only mechanism that interrupts chain growth. The polymerized region is broader than the writing focus (in other words, the expected sublinear response due to bimolecular termination). In 1(b), inhibitor is present and unsaturated (that is, inhibitor never becomes locally depleted) In this regime, the dominant termination mechanism is unimolecular, and so, as expected, the response is linear, and the polymerized region is a high-fidelity copy of the writing focus. In 1(c), inhibitor is present and saturable. Local depletion of inhibitor at the center of the writing focus yields a superlinear response, such that the polymerized feature is narrower than the writing focus.
It is important to note that the reaction kinetics of this system enable narrow and sharper features than can be obtained in a medium with a static, spatially uniform threshold, such as [5] The in-diffusion of inhibitor from the surrounding area preferentially quenches the edges of the feature rather than its center, resulting in even narrower and sharper features. It should further be noted that this narrowing is governed by the relative rates of in-diffusion and polymerization (both of which occur on a timescale of fractions of a second) and so narrowing will occur even as the actual exposure time is made arbitrarily short. Again, this is obviously desirable for high-throughput data storage. The presence of inhibition will of course impose some moderate penalty on sensitivity, but in the case of single-photon absorption it is advantageous to trade off this sensitivity in favor of narrower features and reduction of out-of-focus exposure.
III. EXPERIMENT
Microholograms are written in an en-matrix radicalinitiated photopolymer system, with two monomer components, as in [6] .
Two inhibiting species cause unimolecular termination of chain growth: the first is environmental oxygen, a fast diffuser whose inhibition effects are known [7, 8] . Nitrophenyl isocyanate is added to generate even more inhibition, although its diffusion rate is slow relative to polymerization. Figure 2 shows a lateral confocal readout scan of a microhologram at 0.4 NA. The actual feature size is inferred via deconvolution with the theoretical PSF of the readout beam. As predicted by the model, significantly subdiffraction performance is achieved. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A photopolymer system with single-photon absorption and uniformly distributed inhibitor was shown to enable significantly sub-diffraction microholograms.
This will support higher recording densities, and also curtail out-offocus exposures for efficient use of material dynamic range in multilayer optical data storage.
